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- One of the most exciting conference cities in the world!
- Driving distance to beautiful mountains and fall leaf foliage.

www.ieee-ecce.org/2023
Join ~2000 of your closest friends.

- Power Electronics
- Electric machines/drives
- Renewable Energy
- Electric Vehicles
- Passive components and materials
- Energy Conversion and Efficiency
- Many, many more topics

Tutorials, Exhibition, Papers on IEEE Xplore, and more!!

New feature

General Chair: Brad Lehman
b.lehman@northeastern.edu
We ask IAS/PELS technical committees to nominate (send to either General Chair or Co-chairs):

General Chair: Brad Lehman
b.lehman@northeastern.edu

1. Nominations + resumes of 3-4 people willing to serve as Vice Chairs. VC’s supervise the TPC’s/reviews of papers
   - Subset of nominations selected based on diversity, expertise, etc.

2. Nominations for Technical Program Committee members to handle review of the papers (similar to Associate Editor)

Of course... PLEASE submit papers, special sessions, tutorials